ABACUS MEDIA RIGHTS

2021 SHOWCASE

DRAMA SERIES

THE SYNDICATE
When the owners of Woodvale Kennels announce
they are selling the business to a larger company,
the staff are devastated to realise they may well
be out of a job.

Duration
6 x one hour

As the team’s future is thrown into question the
weekly lottery looks like their only lifeline. So when
the friends check the ticket and the machine goes off
they are ecstatic!

Writer
Kay Mellor
Band of Gold, Fat Friends

Documentary Feature

But is everything as it seems and will our syndicate
get what’s rightfully theirs?
Set between Yorkshire and Monaco, we see our
kennel workers spend every last penny they own to
see justice done.

DRAMA SERIES

“A triumphant return.” – THE GUARDIAN
“A winning formula.” – THE I
“A clever, gripping story that will make you laugh and
simultaneously tug on your heartstrings.”
INDEPENDENT
“Provides some much-needed escapism.” – THE SUN
“When it comes to exciting drama, writer Kay Mellor
never lets us down… [she’s] hit the jackpot once
again.” – SUNDAY MIRROR

Country of Production
UK

Directors
Kay Mellor
Girlfriends, In The Club
Dominic Leclerc
The A Word, Babs
Cast includes
Neil Morrissey
Line of Duty
Katherine Rose Morley
Last Tango in Halifax
Kieran Urquhart
The North Water
Taj Atwal
Line of Duty
Emily Head
The Inbetweeners
Liberty Hobbs
Grey’s Anatomy
Gaynor Faye
Emmerdale
Rollem Productions

Web-site access:
THE SYNDICATE

TRICKSTER
Based on the bestselling trilogy of novels by Eden
Robinson, Trickster tells the story of Jared, an
Indigenous teen struggling to keep his dysfunctional
family above water. Jared holds down an after-school
job and cooks ecstasy on the side to support his
separated parents - partying mum Maggie, who selfmedicates an undiagnosed mental illness, and
unemployable dad Phil, who has a painkiller addiction
and a new girlfriend.

Documentary Feature

DRAMA SERIES

But when Jared starts seeing strange things - talking
ravens, doppelgängers, skin monsters - his already
chaotic life is turned upside down. At first, he thinks
he’s losing his mind, but to his relief, and terror, the
supernatural events are all too real. It turns out there’s
more than meets the eye to the place Jared grew up,
the people he loves – and to Jared himself.
This is Indigenous Gothic - spirits, ancient magic,
deadly rites of passage - in a coming of age story
unlike any you’ve ever seen.

Duration
Season 1: 6 x one hour
Country of Production
Canada
Creators
Michelle Latimer
RISE, Nuuca
Tony Elliott
Orphan Black
Cast includes
Joel Oulette
Monkey Beach
Crystle Lightning
Outlander
Kalani Queypo
Fear The Walking
Dead
Anna Lambe
The Grizzlies

Nathan Alexis
Tin Star
Georgina Lightning
Blackstone
Craig Lauzon
Royal Canadian
Air Farce
Joel Thomas Hynes
Frontier

A Sienna Films and Streel Films
production
SUNDANCE 2020
World Premiere
Web-site access:
TRICKSTER

“Trickster is electrifying”
NOW MAGAZINE

“A can’t miss drama meets
supernatural thriller” - DAILY HIVE
“On track to be some of the best
television of the year”
SCREEN ANARCHY

SORT OF
A coming-of-age story, Sort Of exposes the labels
we once poured ourselves into as no longer
applicable... to anyone.
Sort Of is a big-hearted series about Sabi Mehboob,
a fluid millennial who straddles various identities from
sexy bartender at an LGBTQ bookstore/bar, to the
youngest child in a large Pakistani family, to the de
facto parent of a downtown hipster family.

Documentary Feature

Sabi feels like they’re in transition in every aspect of
their life, from gender to love to sexuality to family to
career. When Sabi’s best friend 7ven presents them
with an opportunity to live and find themself in the
"queerest place in the galaxy," Sabi instead makes
the decision to stay and care for the kids they nanny
after their mom has a serious bike accident.

DRAMA SERIES

Do they regret it? Sort of.

Duration
8 x half hours
Country of Production
Canada
Directors
Fab Filippo
A Time to Kill
Renuka Jeyapalan
Kim’s Convenience
Writers
Jenn Engels
Orphan Black
Ian Iqbal Rashid
Touch of Pink
Nelu Handa
My Perfect Landing
Cast Includes
Bilal Baig
Gray Powell
Hudson & Rex
Amanda Cordner
Baroness Von Sketch
Show
Gregory Ambrose
Calderone
This Movie is Broken
Becca Blackwell
Ramy
Cassandra James

Fab Filippo
Save Me
Bilal Baig

Ellora Patnaik
Schitt’s Creek
Grace Lynn
Kung
Transplant
Supinder Wraich
The 410
Kaya Kanashiro
Aden Bedard
Alanna Bale
Cardinal

Sienna Films in association with CBC

Web-site access:
SORT OF

PERFORMANCE DRAMA

UNCLE VANYA
In the heat of summer, Sonya (Aimee Lou Wood)
and her Uncle Vanya (Toby Jones) while away
their days on a crumbling estate deep in the
countryside, visited occasionally only by the local
doctor Astrov (Richard Armitage).

Duration
1 x 149-minutes

However, when Sonya’s father Professor
Serebryakov (Roger Allam) suddenly returns with his
restless, alluring, new wife Yelena (Rosalind Eleazar)
declaring his intention to sell the house, the polite
facades crumble and long repressed feelings start to
emerge with devastating consequences.

Cast
Toby Jones
Detectorists
Richard Armitage
The Hobbit: An Unexpected
Journey
Aimee Lou Wood
Sex Education
Rosalind Eleazar
Deep Water
Ciaran Hinds
Munich
Anna Calder-Marshall
Wuthering Heights
Dearbhla Molloy
Taffin
Peter Wight
Naked

Olivier Award-winner Conor McPherson’s
stunning new adaptation of Anton Chekhov’s
masterpiece, Uncle Vanya, is a portrayal of life at the
turn of the 20th century, full of tumultuous frustration,
dark humour and hidden passions.
Critically acclaimed by both the press and public,
Uncle Vanya played to sold out houses each night,
before it was shut down as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic. During these unprecedented times,
witness this extraordinary cast return to the Harold
Pinter Theatre in a way that fuses the power of
theatre and screen.

Country of Production
UK

Angelica Films and Sonia
Friedman Productions
Web-site access:
UNCLE VANYA

“You know you are witnessing
something very special. Radical and
revelatory.” - WHAT’S ON STAGE
“An exquisite production.
Perfection.” - THE GUARDIAN
“This ensemble is a store-house of
talent.” - THE TELEGRAPH

RISING SUNS
Having immigrated to Canada with his family,
wealthy Chinese businessman, Dan Sun is jetting
between the two continents. Protecting the assets
in China at the same time as building a safe future
for his family in Canada can be dangerous.

Duration
6 x one hour
Also available: 16 x webisodes

Dan Sun and his family are a new kind of Chinese
immigrant to Canada – rich, confident and aggressive.

Creator, Director & Executive
Producer
Leif Bristow
Dancing Through the Shadow of Mao
Love on Safari
Love, Romance & Chocolate

Documentary Feature

DRAMA SERIES

Dan has made a fortune in China but now he wants to
protect his money and his family from the political
corruption back home. Rachel, his wife, tries to
navigate their ascension into the upper echelons of
Canadian society. Son Sammy does his best to run
away from all family obligations while daughter Nicole
tries to impress on her father that she really makes a
better son than Sammy.
But Dan must balance the needs of his family against
the constant expectations of the government back in
China. Like his family, they always want something
more from him…

Country of Production
Canada

Cast includes
Russell Yeun
The Red Violin
Grace Lynn Kung
Miss Sloane
Thai-Hoa Le
X-Men: Days of
Future Past
Kathie Young
American Rejects

Peter Loung
In Contempt
Ari Cohen
Maps to the Stars
Brittany Bristow
Love Blossoms
A.C. Peterson
Shanghai Noon

Web-site access:
RISING SUNS

A Leif Films – NTD production
RISING SUNS: episode overviews

NON-FICTION &
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES

THE MASKED
SINGER
Duration
Seasons 1 - 3: 24 x 90-minutes

Part guessing game and part singing show, The Masked
Singer is a spectacular series that sees 12 famous faces
compete to pull off the best performance, with their
identity elaborately and imaginatively concealed, thanks
to an expert team of talented costume designers.

Country of Production
UK

The stars will be transformed and they will take on a masked
identity and become a fantastic character which will disguise
them for the whole series.

Director
Simon Staffurth
Take Me Out

Forget any thoughts of fancy dress – these are full-on,
original, movie standard creations taking inspiration from
worlds as varied as manga, superheroes, wild animals and
mythical creatures. Their transformations will be total, even
their speaking voices will be disguised in interviews.

Producer
Marc Bassett
All Together Now

It will be up to a superstar panel to lead the viewers at home
in their quest to discover who they are. Although the stars
aren’t judged on their voices, they’ll still need to give their
best performance – the audience’s least favourite will be
eliminated, before the panel try to guess their identity
and unmask them.

Executive Producers
Claire Horton
Daniel Nettleton
The X Factor
Big Brother
Derek McLean
Would I Lie to You
Host
Joel Dommett
Panellists
Rita Ora
Jonathan Ross
Davina McCall

Ken Jeong (S1)
Mo Gilligan (S2)

Bandicoot Scotland Limited

Web-site access:
THE MASKED SINGER

“This show is getting no less absurd,
and no less fabulous”- SUN TV MAG
“The most delightfully weird show
on television” - GRAZIA

SIMPLY
RAYMOND BLANC

NON-FICTION SERIES

When Raymond Blanc announces a new collection
of recipes, foodies everywhere sit up and take
notice. In Simply Raymond Blanc, the worldrenowned chef distils his passion, vision and
creativity into a mouth-watering collection of
delicious new recipes right from the heart of his
two Michelin starred kitchen.
A personal and revealing series, Raymond
Blanc shares the secrets of the food he has loved all
his life together with the newest recipes to have
caught his expert eye. He shares his passion for fresh
produce with a personal tour of his vast gardens and
invites some of the most celebrated chefs in the
country to share their own creations.
Capped off with a fascinating insight into the
shortcuts, tips and ‘how to’ hints from the heart of his
Oxfordshire kitchen, Simply Raymond Blanc is
unmissable food TV.

Duration
10 x one hour (10 x half hour
version also available)
Country of Production
UK
Directors
Matthew Wheeler
Producer
Vinny Basra
Executive Producer
David Nottage
Charlotte Davis
A Rock Oyster Media production

Web-site access:
SIMPLY RAMOND BLANC

THE REAL
MANHUNTER
Former Detective Chief Inspector Colin Sutton
spent 30 years in the police force, a career that
saw him lead many of the most high profile and
successful murder investigations of his
generation, and although he will forever be
associated with the arrest and conviction of serial
killer Levi Bellfield and ‘night stalker’ Delroy
Grant, his career was so much more, as his
conviction record shows. Of the 37 murder cases
he investigated, he solved 35 with convictions.

Duration
6 x one hour & 2 x 90-minutes
(10 x one hour version also available)

In this exclusive 10-part series, Sutton (recently
portrayed by Martin Clunes in ITV’s huge hit drama
Manhunt) will revisit cases he led and explore
everything from the crime itself through to the
breakthrough moment when the suspect was
identified and arrested. He will take the viewer on a
journey from the moment the police were called to
the scene, visit key locations, and explain how he and
his team managed to gather enough evidence to
secure a conviction.

Country of Production
UK

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

THE COLIN SUTTON CASEBOOKS

The Real Manhunter features contributions from
fellow police officers and journalists who covered the
cases and will offer a gripping insight into exactly
what happens after the most violent of crimes has
been committed.

EIGHT STORIES INCLUDED IN SEASON
ONE
Available as:
6 x 45-minutes & 2 x 90-minutes or
10 x 45-minutes
(with two stories available as 2-part
specials)

Director & Writer
Chris Matthews
Director, Writer & Producer
Trevor Drane
Gangster No 1: The Freddie Foreman Story
Producer
Tony Carne
British Gangsters: Faces of the Underworld
Writer/Presenter
Colin Sutton
A Revelation Films production

Web-site access:
THE REAL MANHUNTER

Survival against the odds, in some of the most
extreme environments on the planet.

Duration
8 x one hour

Could You Survive? presents 16 true stories over
eight hours of people who suddenly find themselves
in a life-or-death battle with the elements.

Country of Production
Canada

The stories are told by the survivors themselves,
alongside authentic personal archive, often from the
key moments of their actual survival situation. We
travel to the world’s most extreme weather
environments to tell their stories – jungle, desert,
snow-swept altitudes, and dense forest.
Survival expert Creek Stewart and his team land in
each location to unpack the ticking clock towards
dehydration, starvation, bleeding out, freezing, and
sepsis shock. They show the viewers what crucial
survival technique is needed in these extreme
situations and how to calculate escape from certain
death.

Director & Producer
Tom Wolochatiuk, Gary Lang
Series Producer
Gary Lang
Executive Producers
Bruno Dube, Marlo Miazga,
Corinna Lehr, Sean Connolly
BGM Inc.

Web-site access:
COULD YOU SURVIVE?

BORN TO BE
WILD
Andrew Ucles refuses to believe every corner of
the earth has been explored... because no-one
explores quite like him.

Exploring largely on his own, he travels through the
jungles, plains and rivers looking for animals to
interact with. From elephants, zebras, porcupines and
poisonous snakes in Africa, to sloths, giant spiders
and anteaters in South America and wild pigs and
brumbies in Australia, there is always something for
Andrew to marvel at and learn about.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

Working on the theory that animals are always willing
to give you a little of their time if you treat them
correctly, survivalist and adventurer Andrew Ucles
visits Africa, South America and the wilds of top-end
Australia to test himself, his stamina and his sanity.

Born to be Wild gives a whole new meaning to the
term ‘up close and personal’.

Duration
3 x one hour
Country of Production
Australia
Executive Producers
David Alrich
Outback Lockdown
Brendan Dahill
Outback Lockdown
An EQ Media Group production

Web-site access:
BORN TO BE WILD

HOW THE NAZIS
LOST THE WAR
Hitler’s war machine was feared and ruthless - at
least for a time. It cut a swathe through Europe
and North Africa and threatened to overrun
Russia. From 1939 into the early 1940s Hitler’s
dream of a Third Reich and dominance over all of
Europe was a distinct possibility. But then cracks
appeared. The war machine became vulnerable.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

The history of WWII is usually told through the eyes of
the victors - but How the Nazis Lost the War is told
through the lens of the bumbling generals and
paranoid Fuhrer who had hit the big time by tragic
accident.
For the first time, How the Nazis Lost the War tells
the decline of Hitler’s empire from the inside out showing how a dysfunctional, bloated, poorly led
gang of thugs managed to fool Germany, then take
Europe by surprise. The Nazis were murderous
victors by mistake - and when faced with a mobilised
opposition their homicidal ineptitude was writ large.
These stories are told through expert interviews with
historians, sociologists and military strategists.

Duration
6 x one hour
Country of Production
Australia
Executive Producers
David Alrich
Hitler’s Secret Sex Life
Brendan Dahill
Hitler’s Secret Sex Life
An EQ Media Group production

Web-site access:
HOW THE NAZIS LOST THE WAR

HITLER’S SECRET
SEX LIFE

Were Hitler’s famed oratory skills, when he worked himself
into an orgiastic frenzy, a factor of, or substitution for low
sexual drive? If so, what was the source of this asexuality?
Was it his purported monarchism - one testicle – that
caused shame and suppression of sexual energy? Or did it
enhance the rage, which Hitler used in his blistering
speeches to shape the will and morals of an entire nation?

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

Hitler’s Secret Sex Life exposes the myriad rumours,
theories and disputed historical accounts of Adolf
Hitler’s sexual psychology. There is no shortage of
experts on Hitler’s sex life who consider the Fuhrer’s
predilections to be a barometer of the dictator’s twisted
psyche. From incest to stalking women as a youth, from
masochism to murder as he tried to hide his sexual past,
Hitler’s Secret Sex Life delves deeper than ever before
into the primal mindset of history’s most destructive
man.

For every theory there is a counter theory and for every
expert opinion, there are others, in hot dispute. Some are
salacious gossip; some are the work of respected professors
of History. Hitler’s Secret Sex Life puts each theory to the
blowtorch of factual analysis, asking the simple question
‘true or false’ and with reenactments, historical archives and
interviews, delivers the final verdict on each claim and
theory. Hitler’s Secret Sex Life offers an original and sexladen insight into the motivations of the monster.
Each episode will address a specific time period of Hitler’s
alleged and proven sex life and explore the role it played in
shaping Hitler’s behaviour.

Duration
4 x one hour
Country of Production
Australia
Executive Producers
David Alrich
How the Nazis Lost the War
Brendan Dahill
How the Nazis Lost the War
An EQ Media Group production

Web-site access:
HITLER’S SECRET SEX LIFE

MEET, MARRY,
MURDER
An exclusive true crime series which features the
most common form of homicide in the world - when a
married person kills a partner.

Country of Production
UK
A First Look TV production

Meet, Marry, Murder has a cast of characters we all
recognise; sisters and brothers, best friends,
matchmakers, children, parents, former school friends or
co-workers. They are the witnesses to the sort of lives
we all lead... this could be you or me. The ordinariness of
life is at the heart of the extraordinary and tragic events
we see - what a couple first felt about each other
becomes central to the unforeseen real-life dramas
which lie ahead.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

It seems love can truly make us mad. Women who are
murdered are more likely to have been killed by their
husbands than anyone else. As for men, whilst it is more
likely their assassin will be a friend or acquaintance, the
second most dangerous person they face is their wife.

Duration
52 x one hour

We hear about the sometimes strange reasons one
spouse begins to hate the other. Motives are varied.
Greed - as some have killed to cash in on insurance
money, jealousy - as affairs have been discovered,
convenience - as partners have simply wanted their
spouse dead to make room for another.
All human life is in this series which will resonate the
world over.

Web-site access:
MEET, MARRY, MURDER

BATTLE
HONOURS

Through these battle narratives, we can piece
together the thrilling life stories of famous units that
fought their way through multiple campaigns and
battles of World War II. Some of them were born into
elite and specialist roles, some just earned their
reputations in the grim business of repeated
engagement with the enemy. Their courage,
endurance and flair – and the climactic events in
which they were key players – became the stuff of
legend, enshrined in books, movies, museums and
memorials.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

In every episode of Battle Honours we unpack the
stories of a series of battles connected by the men
who fought them. We’ll reveal how their
experiences – from recruitment and training, to
the hard lessons and scars of combat carried with
them from one battle to the next – shaped the way
these battles were fought.

With fast-paced thrilling narratives of war, packed
with vivid details from both written eyewitness
testimony and personal interviews with some of the
extraordinary veterans, each of these stand-alone
films bring to life the experience of war.

Duration
6 x one hour
Country of Production
UK
Director & Producer
Adam Luria
Green Book: Guide To Freedom
Executive Producers
Jonathan Drake
Steve Maher
An Impossible Factual
production

Web-site access:
BATTLE HONOURS

OUTBACK
LOCKDOWN
Ky Furneaux is the world’s greatest stuntwoman…
the star of Discovery’s Naked and Afraid and
someone who can survive anywhere. Calem
O’Grady is a British chef who cooks at the great
restaurants of Europe. And they’re stuck in the
Outback…

Duration
3 x one hour evergreen version
Country of Production
Australia

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

An EQ Media Group production
Ky Furneaux and Calem O’Grady… the Aussie and
the Brit, have ended up in the Outback after a
whirlwind romance that saw them just make it to
Australia as the 2020 crisis hit. Now they have ended
up living together, off the grid, in an old stone hut on
46 thousand acres of Outback Australia.

They have to forage for food, hunt goats for dinner
and it’s all served up Cordon Bleu by top chef Calem.
It's a love story… self-reliant, romantic and rugged;
but it’s also a life of challenge and chance.
Trying to stay alive and survive in 2020.

Web-site access:
OUTBACK LOCKDOWN

RHYS DARBY
IN JAPAN

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

The 2020 Olympics were scheduled to take place
in Tokyo before a global pandemic led to their
postponement. However, the eyes of the world
had already started to turn to all things
Japanese… and so did renowned actor and
comedian Rhys Darby. Rhys has explored many
countries, but not Japan. In this four part
travelogue, Rhys is an innocent abroad as he
travels through Japan for the very first time. It’s
sensory overload as he discovers
a country thought to be the most unique in the
world.
Rhys is on a mission to find out how Japan, as one of
the most technologically advanced societies in the
world - at the forefront of AI & IoT, has remained
culturally strong and distinctive as the rest of the
world becomes increasingly homogenised.
Over four jam-packed episodes, Rhys is a willing
participant and student as he discovers the paradox
that is Japan.

Duration
4 x one hour
Country of Production
New Zealand
Director
Dean Cornish
Making Tracks
Host
Rhys Darby
Flight of the Conchords
An EQ Media Group production

Web-site access:
RHYS DARBY IN JAPAN

THIS COULD GO
ANYWHERE

Baz and Tuffers get hands on with the locals and dive
into the unique delights of each region. For the winner
there is a green jacket – for the loser however, New
Zealand has a lot to offer too. Their adventures take
them skydiving at Lake Taupo, speedway racing in
Wellington and line dancing in Queenstown. Join
them on this exhilarating road trip, with moments of
hilarity and heartfelt authenticity, as well as plenty of
quips and adrenaline along the way too.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

This highly entertaining series follows two famous
cricketers, Brendon ‘Baz’ McCullum and Phil
‘Tuffers’ Tufnell, as they travel the length and
breadth of New Zealand - playing golf and
discovering the country’s most famous and
picturesque courses.

This Could Go Anywhere is a buddy story of two
lads embarking on an adventure of a lifetime playing
the game they love, sharing some great stories,
eating the finest food, drinking the finest wine and
meeting New Zealand’s wonderful people.

Duration
6 x one hour
Country of Production
New Zealand
Director & Producer
Thomas Robins
Road Trip
Featuring
Phil Tufnell
Brendon McCullum
An EQ Media Group production

Web-site access:
THIS COULD GO ANYWHERE

Legendary Motorcar provides viewers with an
exclusive look inside a one-stop-shop for rare and
classic cars of all kinds of amazing makes and
models. The series explores the world of high-end
restorations, appraisals, storage, and of course
the sale.

Duration
Seasons 1 – 5: 65 x half hours

Legendary Motorcar Company Ltd® first opened its
doors in 1985 with a dream of restoring and trading in
the finest and rarest of classic and performance cars
and soon began producing national show winning
restorations and record sales. Restorations and sales
included all makes and models of muscle cars and in
1990, they began selling European marques including
Ferrari, Lamborghini, Mercedes, Porsche in addition
to some of the rarest domestic models.

Presenters
Peter Klutt
Gary Klutt

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

LEGENDARY
MOTORCAR

This series provides a fascinating look at the drama,
quality craftsmanship and excitement of creating and
preserving high end collector automobiles.

Also available: 1 x one hour special

Country of Production
USA

A Musclecar production

Web-site access:
LEGENDARY MOTORCAR

HIGH
MAINTENANCE

Every engineering marvel, be it a structure, building
or technological system needs constant monitoring
and maintenance to avert disaster. If corners are cut
or things get overlooked the consequences would be
tragic. It’s tough, important work and the stakes
couldn’t be higher.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

Building a complex structure or system requires
care and attention to detail, but if that structure
should fail, the consequences are immediate and
devastating, that’s why ongoing maintenance
procedures are just as important as the initial
build.

Duration
8 x one hour
Country of Production
Canada
Executive Producers
Jeff Peeler
Baroness Von Sketch Show
Jamie Brown
Baroness Von Sketch Show
A Frantic Films production

Welcome to the world of High Maintenance.

Web-site access:
HIGH MAINTENANCE

“It’s high-skill, high-risk work with
extreme stakes”
JAMIE BROWN
(FRANTIC FILMS CEO AND
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER)

KILLER IN
PLAIN SIGHT

Killer In Plain Sight is a riveting whodunit, featuring
disturbing cases of murder where the detectives look
at all those involved as a suspect, and must filter the
lies from the truth in order to crack the case. It’s only
when the perpetrator is caught that we realise they
were there all along, right before our eyes: the loved
one making an emotional appeal, the neighbour who
helped in the search, the family friend who gave an
interview, while all the time they had blood on their
hands.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

The town is abuzz, the media is gathering,
cameras are set up. There’s been an abduction, or
a vicious assault, and now a body has been
discovered; whatever the circumstance, it’s got
everyone’s attention. But, all the time, the
perpetrator is hiding in plain sight.

Duration
52 x half hours
Country of Production
Canada
Producer
Jeff Peeler
Baroness Von Sketch Show
A Frantic Films production

Web-site access:
KILLER IN PLAIN SIGHT

MURDER IN
AMISH COUNTRY

Dramatic, original and revealing, Murder in Amish Country tells
the true stories of homicide investigations in this unfamiliar world,
where witnesses are notoriously distrustful of outsiders - even
the police - and where justice is often dealt with internally. Often
career cases for detectives, these investigations are both
extraordinary and challenging: A wife is inexplicably killed in a
frenzied knife attack, a husband is slowly poisoned to death, a
missing woman’s body is finally discovered in a basement, an
unidentified child’s body is found beside a isolated rural road and
a murdered Mennonite man turns out to have unexpected
connections to a dangerous international drug smuggling
operation. Finding the killers and bringing them to justice will
push detectives to the limit in every episode.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

Murders of any kind are thankfully rare events within the
peaceful and reserved Amish and Anabaptist communities
that are scattered across the United States. When they do
occasionally occur, investigating detectives soon find out
that solving them is unlike working any other kind of case.
As one cop put it: “It was easier getting information from the
Mob than from the Amish”.

Combining unparalleled access to those in or close to the Amish
community, captivating interviews with the friends and family of
the victims as well as with law enforcement officers and visually
arresting re-enactments, Murder in Amish Country takes
viewers into a hidden world as detectives strive to break through
the walls of silence and distrust by uncovering secrets,
concealed deep rooted relationships and the rivalries and
passions that lie beneath the surface in each community. For
police and viewers alike, each episode of Murder in Amish
Country is an immersive journey to bring a killer to justice and
shines a light on a hidden side of the human experience.

Duration
6 x one hour
Country of Production
Canada
Executive Producers
Simon Lloyd
My Paranormal Nightmare
Joe Houlihan
My Paranormal Nightmare
Tom Adams
Killer Affair
Samantha De France
My Paranormal Nightmare
An Our House Media production

Web-site access:
MURDER IN AMISH COUNTRY

MUTANT
WEATHER

Mutant Weather tells the stories of these mutations,
from gestation and birth to their cataclysmic impact
and how they will evolve next, using spectacular video
footage, first-hand testimonies from those who’ve
experienced them, expert scientific analysis, stunning
graphics and dramatic recreations.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

Mutant Weather takes viewers onto the front line
of the shocking new weather phenomena
that, thanks to climate change, are changing the
world around us faster than we can keep up:
terrifying elemental events with names like Dry
Lightning, Thundersnow, Polar Vortexes,
Firenadoes, Ice Waves and Atmospheric Rivers.

Duration
10 x one hour
Country of Production
Canada
Executive Producers
Simon Lloyd
Murder in Amish Country
Joe Houlihan
Murder in Amish Country
Vibika Bianchi
My Paranormal Nightmare
Samantha De France
Murder in Amish Country
An Our House Media production

Web-site access:
MUTANT WEATHER

MY PARANORMAL
NIGHTMARE
My Paranormal Nightmare tells the terrifying
stories of people who experienced violent
hauntings in their childhood years - hauntings that
have plagued their nightmares ever since. Now
adults, they take us back to the trauma of the most
vulnerable time in their life with compelling and
convincing first-person testimony.

Demons in cupboards, disruptive and dangerous
poltergeists, ‘imaginary friends’ that turn out to be
vengeful spirits, the restless shades of murder
victims… all make their appearance in this spinechilling series.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

Chilling and immersive recreations bring their stories
to life and will leave you on the edge of your seat.

Duration
10 x one hour
Country of Production
Canada
Executive Producers
Simon Lloyd
Murder in Amish Country
Joe Houlihan
Murder in Amish Country
Vibika Bianchi
Mutant Weather
Samantha De France
Murder in Amish Country
An Our House Media production

Web-site access:
MY PARANORMAL NIGHTMARE

WILDLIFE
QUEST
African animal adventures.

Documentary Feature

NON-FICTION SERIES

SEASON 1
Follow the adventures of Brittany, Anga and Bruce as
they explore the wilds of South Africa in search of
baby animals and some of the planet’s most
endangered species. They are on a quest to discover
the most exotic and famous wild animals and to study
their behaviour in a variety of environments.
SEASON 2
Leaving South Africa behind, season 2 of this family
friendly wildlife series takes host Brittany, along with
ranger Bruce, to the vast plains of the Maasai Mara in
Kenya. Once again, each episode focuses on a ‘hero’
animal, such as the lion, elephant, cheetah, leopard,
giraffe, hippo or rhinoceros, along with the other
animals that co-exist in their territory. They also head
into tribal villages to meet the local people and learn
about their relationship to the land.

Duration
Seasons 1 & 2: 22 x half hour
Country of Production
Canada
Director
Leif Bristow
Love on Safari
A Leif Films production

Web-site access:
WILDLIFE QUEST

DOCUMENTARY

EPSTEIN’S SHADOW:
GHISLAINE MAXWELL
An investigative documentary series revealing the
complicated and mysterious life of Ghislaine Maxwell
and her relationship with Jeffrey Epstein.

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

In this three-hour documentary, we investigate the
powerful, connected, and mysterious Ghislaine Maxwell,
who was once the heiress to the Maxwell fortune but
whose life takes a sordid downturn when she meets
Jeffrey Epstein, the serial sex offender.
An investigative series that reveals a complicated story
of power, sex, and money and leads to Ghislaine
Maxwell’s arrest awaiting trial in the fall of 2021.

Duration
3 x one hour
Country of Production
USA
Director
Barbara Shearer
Hot Market

Executive Producers
Jennifer Harkness
The Story of Late Night
Emma Cooper
The Disappearance of Madeleine
McCann
Barbara Shearer
Outlaw Bikers
Nina Burleigh
Sam Sniderman
Cheating Hitler: Surviving the Holocaust
Laura Michalchyshyn

Death Row Stories
Co-Executive Producer
Michael McKinley
Man vs. Machine

A Blue Ant Studios production

Web-site access:
EPSTEIN’S SHADOW:
GHISLAINE MAXWELL

THE BATTLE FOR
BRITNEY:
FANS, CASH AND A
CONSERVATORSHIP

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

This film will seek to uncover the truth behind the
conservatorship that Britney Spears has been under
for the last thirteen years.
Fronted by BAFTA award-winning journalist
Mobeen Azhar, The Battle for Britney: Fans, Cash
and a Conservatorship will follow Mobeen as he
journeys from Los Angeles to Britney’s hometown of
Kentwood, Louisiana, untangling the complexities
surrounding the conservatorship.
Mobeen delves into one of the most passionate fan
bases in modern celebrity, attending a court hearing
along the way and finding himself in the midst of the
ongoing battle between Britney's conservatorship team
and the passionate fans behind the #FreeBritney
movement. He attempts to speak to those on both
sides of the fence surrounding the still-unfolding story
of one of pop’s biggest ever superstars.
The film includes never-before-seen interviews with
Britney’s makeup artist Billy Brasfield, her former
choreographer Brian Friedman, celebrity blogger
Perez Hilton and lawyer Lisa MacCarley among others.

Duration
1 x one hour
Country of Production
UK
Producer/Director
Laura Kaye
Bossa Nova and the Beach
Executive Producer
Jeremy Lee
Anton Ferdinand: Football, Racism
and Me
Featuring
Mobeen Azhar
Hometown: A Killing
A Forest production

Web-site access:
THE BATTLE FOR BRITNEY

LAST MAN STANDING:
SUGE KNIGHT AND THE
MURDERS OF BIGGIE &
TUPAC

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

This hard-hitting documentary tells the story of
Suge Knight, the former CEO of legendary rap
music label Death Row Records, who was recently
sentenced to 28 years imprisonment for
manslaughter and other violent crimes not
typically associated with a highly successful
record executive.
The film takes a look at Death Row and how L.A.’s
street gang culture had come to dominate its
business workings, as well as an association with
corrupt LA police officers who were also gang
affiliated. It would be this world of gang rivalry and
dirty cops that would claim the lives of the world’s two
greatest rappers: Tupac Shakur and Biggie Smalls.

Duration
1 x 105-minutes
Country of Production
UK
Director
Nick Broomfield
Kurt & Courtney,
Whitney: Can I Be Me
South Central Project Limited

Web-site access:
LAST MAN STANDING

IN THE FOOTSTEPS
OF KILLERS

Through research for her role in the hit BBC series,
Emilia has become an expert in unsolved murder. David
specialises in studying serial killers, their modus
operandi and psychology and has assisted many police
forces across the globe. In each episode, the pair
investigate an unsolved British murder.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

Silent Witness star Emilia Fox and Britain’s top
criminologist Professor David Wilson attempt to
solve Britain’s most heinous murders in this unique
true-crime series. Investigated like a documentary
and filmed like a drama, In the Footsteps of Killers is
a brand-new television hybrid in which an unsolved
murder is solved in each episode.

They’ll travel to and base themselves in the vicinity
of the crime, reinvestigate the evidence for themselves,
meeting police, victim’s relations, witnesses, journalists
and experts. Crucially, they will walk the murder scene in
the footsteps of the killer. Seeing the scene from the
murderer and victim’s perspective, no matter how long
after the crime, is critically important.
The series follows the two detectives’ ups and downs,
their setbacks and their breakthroughs before they are
able to reveal the name of the killer as a result of their
thorough re-investigations. In the Footsteps of Killers
takes audiences inside a crime like never before.

Duration
3 x one hour
Country of Production
UK
Series Producer
Melissa Mayne
Myra Hindley & Rose West:
The Untold Story
Executive Producers
Emilia Fox
Silent Witness,
Jack The Ripper: The Case
Reopened (presenter)
Professor David Wilson
Interview With A Murderer
(creator & presenter)
Ian Lamarra
Damien Lewis Spy Wars
Paul Sommers
Howard Goodall’s Big Bangs
Chris Fouracre
Fishing Impossible
An Alaska TV production

Web-site access:
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF KILLERS

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

IN THE SHADOW
OF 9/11
Five years in the making, In the Shadow of 9/11
examines the moral panic that emerged from 9/11
as well as the FBI's subsequent search to uncover
the “enemy within”.

Duration
1 x 94-minutes
(1 x 111-minute version also
available)

From the director of Leaving Neverland, In the
Shadow of 9/11 documents the tragic and bizarre
story of the ‘Liberty City Seven’ - a group of young
Black men accused of assisting Al Qaeda in a plot to
blow up buildings within the USA.

Country of Production
UK

These seven men were arrested in the summer of
2006, with the trial marking the US Government’s first
major post-9/11 domestic counter-terrorism sting.
Such operations involved extensive surveillance and
federal conspiracy charges, ultimately resulting in a
conviction rate of nearly 100%.
Yet the 'Liberty City Seven' were not Muslims, had no
weapons and never communicated with anyone from
Al Qaeda. Following two mistrials from sceptical
jurors, two suspects were acquitted while the other
five were convicted and have since been released
from prison.

Director & Producer
Dan Reed
Leaving Neverland
AMOS Pictures

Web-site access:
IN THE SHADOW OF 9/11

"You don't get asked to assassinate Pablo Escobar unless
you've got the right experience." Peter McAleese

Duration
1 x 89-minutes

In 1989 the Scottish Mercenary and ex-SAS Operative, Peter
McAleese, was hired by a Colombian drug cartel to recruit and
lead a small team of ex-special forces commandos on a
mission to assassinate the world’s biggest drug baron, Pablo
Escobar.

Country of Production
UK

Scottish soldier Peter McAleese had an extreme and often violent
career spanning 30 years of combat in the British SAS and as a
mercenary on the battlefields of Africa. On the home-front, his
personal life was equally chaotic with failed marriages, harddrinking and a string of convictions for fighting. In the late eighties,
just when he thought his fighting days were behind him, he was
asked to take on a deadly mission that would provide the
greatest challenge of his career. The infamous Cali Cartel wanted
him to lead a crack unit of British mercenaries to wipe out their
arch enemy, Pablo Escobar, in the one place he thought he was
safe; Hacienda Napoles, his heavily-guarded luxury retreat near
Medellin.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

KILLING
ESCOBAR

Told in McAleese’s own words, this gripping feature documentary
includes amazing and intimate archive from his life and footage of
the Colombia mission itself. It also features interviews with other
key participants in the story, such as fellow mercenary Dave
Tomkins, DEA officers Javier Pena and Steve Murphy (whose
experiences were dramatised in the acclaimed Netflix series
Narcos) and McAleese’s Cali Cartel liaison Jorge Salcedo (whose
experiences in Colombia inspired the hit Netflix series Narcos).

Killing Escobar reveals how McAleese’s violent upbringing in
Glasgow, his training in the SAS and experience as a mercenary in
Africa led him to take on this seemingly suicidal mission and how it
would reshape his life forever.

Director
David Whitney
The Line of Freedom
Executive Producers
Mick McAvoy
The Lockerbie Bombing
Alan Clements
Susan Hill’s The Small Hand:
A Ghost Story
Nick Taussig
McQueen
Two Rivers Media and Salon Pictures
for BBC Scotland

GLASGOW FILM FESTIVAL
World Premiere
CPH:DOX
Official Selection

Web-site access:
KILLING ESCOBAR

Inside the Mind... takes a deep dive into the complex
minds of amazing talent – Freddie Mercury and
Michael Jackson. Their music and iconic roles have
entranced millions around the globe, but their
complex, controversial and extraordinary lives have
frequently baffled and surprised fans and
commentators alike.
In this series a clinical psychiatrist, using the same
powerful type of psychological profiling that is used
by US mind hunters to profile serial killers and
criminals, will go inside the mind of some of the most
famous people on the planet to reveal what makes
them tick.
From childhood to traumas, family life to relationships
our renowned psychiatrist will delve deep into the
stories, memories, music and life of these worldfamous artists to build up a complete picture of who
they were and why they lived the way they did.

Duration
2 x 67-minutes

(2 x 45-minute version also available)

Country of Production
UK
Directors
Ros Edwards (Freddie Mercury)
Autopsy: The Last Hours
Zoran Trajkovic (Michael Jackson)
Autopsy: The Last Hours
Executive Producers
Ed Taylor
Agatha Christie: 100 Years of
Suspense
Ros Edwards
Agatha Christie: 100 Years of
Suspense
A Honey Bee production

EPISODES:
-

Freddie Mercury
Michael Jackson

Web-site access:
INSIDE THE MIND…

THE ORATORIO
Martin Scorsese tells the story of a long-forgotten
event that forever changed the cultural landscape
of New York.

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

In 1826, a single performance forever changed
America’s cultural landscape and introduced Italian
opera to New York City. This watershed event was
lost to history for almost 200 years but was recently
rediscovered and restaged by an Italian opera
company at the Basilica of St. Patrick’s Old Cathedral.
The Oratorio includes stories of the original
performance: Mozart’s librettist, Lorenzo Da Ponte,
debt-ridden and selling groceries in NYC; Maria
Malibran, a young singer considered opera’s first
diva; Pierre Toussaint, a freed slave and the chief
benefactor in building this church.
Hosted by Martin Scorsese with insight from church
parishioner and comedian Jim Gaffigan,
The Oratorio is a documentary about the richness of
the immigrant experience as it examines bridges
between the old world and new and explores the
beginning of a cultural awakening in America.

Duration
1 x 66-minutes
Country of Production
USA
Directors & Writers
Mary Anne Rothberg
Half Sour
Jonathan Mann
Trashing History
Alex Bayer
Host
Martin Scorsese
Provenance Productions

Web-site access:
THE ORATORIO

THE NIGHT
CALLER
In the 1950s, Perth - a sunny city on the coast of Australia - had a
peaceful, laidback vibe. It was a city with a strong community
spirit. But that was about to change. Petty break-ins started to
happen, and these led to something more frightening. A young
woman was hit by a car and left for dead. Another was tied up
and mutilated with dressmaking scissors in her sleep. A
babysitter was shot in the head. A father, answering the door of
his family home, was shot in the face just yards away from his
wife and children. It soon became clear that there was a killer on
the loose.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

Murder. Police incompetence. A double miscarriage of
justice. A sleepy Perth backwater, terrorised…
A community destroyed. This is the true story of Australia’s
most infamous serial killer.

Duration
4 x one hour
Country of Production
Australia
Director
Thomas Meadmore
The Spy Who Fell To Earth
An EQ Media Group and
Salon Pictures production

The police fingerprinted every man and boy in the city. People
avoided going out after dark or answering the door, terrified that
the next face they saw would be the last. The killer, known as
‘The Night Caller’, shook Perth to the core.
The Night Caller was eventually caught and put to death, but only
after two innocent men were wrongly arrested. The police
committed shocking mistakes and miscarriages of justice which
have only just been rectified thanks to the campaigning of local
journalists and activists.

Director Thomas Meadmore’s hometown is Perth, his family still
lives there, and his relationships at the heart of the community
provide him access to people, places and personal archive that
will bring this story to life. This is the story of his hometown, his
family, and a city which lost its innocence at the hand of one of
the world’s most diabolical serial killers.

Web-site access:
THE NIGHT CALLER

KING OTTO

Documentary Feature

The architect behind this unprecedented triumph was
legendary German football coach ‘King’ Otto
Rehhagel. After accomplishing every major success
in Germany, he made the bold decision to leave all he
knew behind and work in a foreign country with the
underachieving Greek National Team.
This is the story of how these two contrasting cultures
came together to speak the same language and write
a new chapter of Greek mythology.

Images for B2B purposes only – not cleared

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

In the summer of 2004, audiences looked on in
disbelief as the Greek National Football Team, a
country that had never previously won a single
match or even scored a goal in a major
tournament, took down the giants of world
football to become the unlikeliest of European
Champions.

Duration
1 x 82-minutes
Country of Production
USA & UK
Director
Christopher André Marks
Producers
Shani Hinton
Marianne & Leonard: Words of Love
Christopher André Marks
Executive Producer
Ronald L. Chez
Magic In The Moonlight
A Cinema Nolita production
Web-site access:
KING OTTO

MY NAME IS
BULGER

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Bill Bulger, now 85, was State Senate President
for almost 20 years, in Massachusetts. His older
brother James ‘Whitey’ Bulger was a Boston
gangster who was murdered in prison on October
30th 2018, aged 89. My Name is Bulger weaves its
way through the stories of both brothers and their
respective rises and falls.
The film strips away the hysteria of daily print
headlines and nightly news bulletins to unfold the
story of a unique American family who crave to be
judged for who they are and what they’ve done, not
what their infamous relative did.

Duration
1 x 90-minutes
Country of Production
UK & Ireland
Director
Brendan J. Byrne
Bomb Squad Men: The Long Walk
Producers
Trevor Birney
The Go-Go’s, Mercury 13, Elián,
No Stone Unturned
Andrew Tully
One Million American Dreams,
An Engineer Imagines
A Fine Point Films and Below The
Radar TV production

Web-site access:
MY NAME IS BULGER

HOLLYWOOD BULLDOGS:

Hollywood Bulldogs: The Rise and Falls of the Great
British Stuntman tells the rough-and-tumble story of
the small community of British stunt performers who
went on to dominate Hollywood in the 1970s and 80s.
Growing out of the ragtag community of bouncers,
gangsters and de-mobbed soldiers who were prepared
to take a punch or chuck themselves down a flight of
stairs for a few quid, the next generation went on to
turn stunt work into a legitimate profession.

Duration
1 x 100-minutes

Partying and drinking their way through death and tragedy,
they created and performed the iconic action sequences of
007, Indiana Jones, Superman, Rambo, Star Wars,
Conan, the Alien films and pretty much everything since.
They crashed cars, jumped from burning buildings, shot,
stabbed, kicked and punched their way into cinema history
and all before the arrival of CG. Hollywood Bulldogs is the
first feature documentary to unite this legendary
community in telling their story and there's life in the old
dogs yet...

Producer
Hank Starrs
Elstree 1976, Blockbuster! The Mike
Chapman Story

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

THE RISE AND FALLS OF THE GREAT
BRITISH STUNTMAN

The final act will see the interviewees reunite at Elstree
Studios for a roundtable conversation about their journey
together before joining up with some of the industry's
current hottest talent (some of them their own children) to
take a look at how stunt performance has changed in the
last 30 years before joining together to perform one last
stunt. In a final spectacular and unexpected sequence, our
old Bulldogs will be filmed by multiple cameras performing
a mass group stunt, which will see them all blown sky-high
in a fiery conclusion to the film.

Country of Production
UK
Director
Jon Spira
Elstree 1976

Narrator
Ray Winstone
Nil by Mouth, Sexy Beast, Rango
Featuring
Vic Armstrong
Paul Weston
Rocky Taylor
Greg Powell
Ray Austin
Jim Dowdall
Richard Hammatt
Frank Henson
A Canal Cat Films production
In association with Verax Films & Red
Rock Entertainment

Web-site access:
HOLLYWOOD BULLDOGS: THE RISE AND
FALLS OF THE GREAT BRITISH STUNTMEN

THE MISSING
CHILDREN (w/t)

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

796 children buried in a septic tank in Ireland.
Thousands of babies trafficked to the USA. What
really happened to the children whose mothers
had to give them up to Irish nuns? The definitive
film about a nation coming to terms with its past,
and its present.
The Missing Children (w/t) tells the extraordinary
true story of Tuam, Ireland's most notorious mother
and baby home for unwed mothers. This is the
definitive documentary about an international scandal
- through the eyes of survivors, the siblings of the
missing children, and those who were adopted, and
are now searching for their birth families and for the
truth.
This is an extraordinary true crime story with a warm
human heart. The film weaves together shocking
revelations about what happened to the children
under the Bons Secours nuns, with the compelling
present tense narrative of survivors, American
adoptees and relatives searching for, and finding their
families – their birth mothers and fathers, their
missing siblings.

Duration
3 x one hour (90-minute & 45-minute
versions available)
Country of Production
UK
Director & Producer
Tanya Stephan
Sheridan Smith: Becoming Mum
Executive Producers
Brian Woods (3 x Peabody Winner)
The Dying Rooms, Zimbabwe’s
Forgotten Children
Anne Morrison
Manolo: The Boy Who Made Shoes for
Lizard
A True Vision & Nevision production

TASTER REEL
Password: TUAM2020

Web-site access:
THE MISSING CHILDREN (w/t)

NIKE’S BIG BET:

ALBERTO SALAZAR AND THE FINE LINE OF SPORT

Indeed, not one of Salazar’s athletes over the decades,
and despite thousands of drug tests, has ever tested
positive.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

The greatest track team ever assembled was blown
apart when its coach, the legendary Alberto Salazar,
was handed a four-year doping ban from all coaching
activities. Salazar’s stable of world champions and
national team elites were thrown for a loop just as
their races transpired. Meanwhile, haters and
defenders the world over went ballistic either
maligning Salazar as a scourge on the sport, or in
defending him as the greatest coach of all time, who
had only the flimsiest of evidence lodged against
him.

The bottom line was that the US Anti-Doping Association
(USADA) had rendered its verdict and was not budging.
Salazar was out.
Within a week The Nike Oregon Project (NOP) was
disbanded.
Two weeks later the CEO of Nike, Mark Parker, was
gone.
This film will uncover the truth of what really happened,
from all sides of this story, including from Nike and
Salazar, as well as the athletes and those steeped in the
sport who believe a line was crossed.

Duration
1 x 84-minutes
(1 x 60-minute version also
available)
Country of Production
Canada
Director & Producer
Paul Kemp
The Rise Of Jordan Peterson
Producer / Executive Producer
Corey Russell
Killing Patient Zero
Paul Kemp Productions & Cream
Films in partnership with the
Globe and Mail
HOT DOCS
Official Selection

Web-site access:
NIKE’S BIG BET

YUSUF HAWKINS:

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

STORM OVER BROOKLYN

His murder brought a community to its feet and a
city to its knees.

Duration
1 x 100-minutes

Directed by Muta'Ali, Yusuf Hawkins: Storm Over
Brooklyn tells the story of a black American teenager
who was shot and murdered after being trapped by a
group of white youths in Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, on
the evening of August 23, 1989.

Country of Production
USA

Sixteen-year-old Hawkins had come to Bensonhurst
with three friends to look at a used car when they
were attacked by the hostile mob, whose members
mistakenly believed that Hawkins was dating a white
neighborhood girl. The incident shocked New York
and the country, resulting in long-simmering racial
tensions finally reaching a boiling point, as protestors
and counter-protestors took to the streets where the
crime occurred.
Leading the movement in Yusuf's name, along with
Reverend Al Sharpton, was Yusuf's father, seeking
redemption for his absence in Yusuf's childhood by
demanding justice for his death.
As the trials of the murder suspects raged on, the
community continued to march with the hope that
their voices could finally change the script and that
justice would be served.

Director
Muta’Ali
Life’s Essentials with Ruby Dee
Executive Producers
Jonathan Chinn
LA 92
Simon Chinn
LA 92
Dan Lindsey
Where The Night Takes You
T.J. Martin
Where The Night Takes You
Executive Producers (for HBO)
Jacqueline Glover
Finding The Way Home
Nancy Abraham
Leaving Neverland
Lisa Heller
Leaving Neverland

A LIGHTBOX production
Web-site access:
YUSUF HAWKINS:
STORM OVER BROOKLYN
HBO TRAILER

“A documentary with elements of a
thriller.” - THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
“In equal parts, a story about a horrific
family tragedy and societal issues that
range from ignorance to outright
racism.” - VARIETY

The search for the little boy in the Spiderman suit raises
more questions than it answers. Every twist and turn
new questions, new suspicions, new theories and new
hopes. Yet… it remains unsolved.
The Disappearance of William Tyrrell breaks down the
investigation into a step-by-step analysis, told through the
captivating story skills of Australian journalist Caroline
Overington, who has been covering the case since the
beginning, and through the explosive first-hand experience
of former Detective Inspector Gary Jubelin.

Documentary Feature

With each episode asking new questions, pointing the finger
at multiple potential perpetrators and exposing each theory
as perplexing as the next. Using key interviews with police
and witnesses, Caroline builds the story of a case that has
confounded and confused, exposed corruption, torn apart
the NSW homicide squad and devastated families.
The William Tyrrell case is perhaps Australia’s most
mystifying, and terrifying missing persons case. The fact is,
no one knows where William is. We don’t know whether he
is dead or alive. There have been cases in the US of
abducted children turning up years later. Biological parents
and foster parents can be desperate to keep a child if they
think they may lose custody.
Children are hard to hide – but it can be done. If the little
boy is dead – most murderers make mistakes. DNA is left,
people talk, evidence slips.
Surely there is something? For William, there is nothing.

Duration
4 x one hour (2 x 90-minute
version also available)
Country of Production
Australia

Director
Kriv Stenders
Red Dog, The Pacific: In The Wake
Of Captain Cook With Sam Neill
Executive Producers
Brendan Dahill
David Alrich
An Essential Media Group
production
Web-site access:
THE DISAPPEARANCE OF WILLIAM TYRRELL

AGATHA CHRISTIE:

DOCUMENTARY SPECIAL

100 YEARS OF POIROT AND
MISS MARPLE

2020 marks the 100th anniversary of the publication of
Agatha Christie's first novel, The Mysterious Affair at
Styles (2020 in the UK, 2021 in the US). It was the moment
that one of the most famous fictional detectives of all time,
Hercule Poirot was introduced to the world, and marked the
debut novel for the best-selling writer of all time (after
Shakespeare and the Bible).

Duration
1 x 67-minutes

In a one-off celebratory programme with access to the
Christie estate archives, Agatha Christie: 100 Years of
Poirot and Miss Marple explores ten of the best-selling
author’s most iconic works in chronological order.
From Murder on the Orient Express to And Then There
Were None and Curtain: Poirot's Last Case, these timeless
depictions remind us of another age, and also the brilliance
of her literature.

Country of Production
UK

The programme includes footage from many of the classic
dramas that were made based on her novels whilst talking
heads loosely explain the plot. As well as enjoying the
unforgettable characters and gripping narratives, each
novel also reveals something about Agatha Christie's life at
the time it was written.
Contributors include:
James Prichard
Agatha's great grandson
Basi Akpabio
Creative Director, Agatha Christie Ltd.
Dr Mark Aldridge
Historian
Sheila Atim
Actor (The Pale Horse)
Hugh Fraser
Actor (Lt. Hastings)

John Risdon
Historian
Belinda Smith
Manager Greenway (Agatha's home)
Laura Thompson
Biographer
Sophie Hannah
Crime novelist
Anthony Horowitz
Author and screenwriter

(1 x 46-minute version also available)
aka
AGATHA CHRISTIE:
100 YEARS OF SUSPENSE

Director
Sean Davison
Executive Producers
Ed Taylor
Inside The Mind…
Ros Edwards
Inside The Mind…
Narrator
Nigel Havers
Coronation Street

“A must-see for fans of Christie and
indeed for anyone who loves a good
crime story” – THE DAILY MAIL

A Honey Bee production

“Perfect Saturday night TV”

Web-site access:
AGATHA CHRISTIE:
100 YEARS OF POIROT AND MISS MARPLE

THE TELEGRAPH

“There were three of us in this marriage, so it was
a bit crowded".
On 20th November 1995 BBC Panorama broadcast
the scoop of the century. A candid interview with
Princess Diana in which she broke every protocol
exposing traumas and scandal of life in the royal
household.
25 years later, this film looks at how the broadcasting
event of the century was orchestrated, what the
interview revealed about modern society and new
insights into the psychological portrait of Diana
herself, a naïve young woman who believed in the
fairy-tale of her marriage only to lose her sense of self
in its realities.
Rogan Productions has an award-winning reputation
delivering high-end documentaries that invite
questions and lead to change.
“A huge cut above most backwardlooking royal docs”
THE GUARDIAN
“Challenges viewers to see Diana
afresh” – THE HERALD SCOTLAND
– THE DAILY MAIL

Duration
1 x 67-minutes

(1 x 59-minute version also available)

Country of Production
UK
Director & Producer
Edward McGown
The Craftsmen’s Dinner with Michel
Roux Jr.
Panorama: Coronavirus: Destination
New York
Executive Producers
Mark Hedgecoe
How to Build a Planet
James Rogan
Stephen: The Murder that Changed
a Nation
Rogan Productions
Web-site access:
DIANA: THE INTERVIEW THAT
SHOOK THE WORLD

Contributors include:
Annie Belasco
Head of Pandas Foundation
Richard Eyre
Governor of the BBC
Ian Corcoran
Editor of Panorama Interview
Judi James
Body language expert
Jennie Bond
BBC Royal Correspondent
Richard Kay
Daily Mail journalist
Paul Burrell
Diana’s Butler
Richard Fitzwilliams
Royal Commentator
Chris Blackhurst
Former Editor – The Independent
Dickie Arbiter
Press Spokesman for The Queen
(during Diana years)
Richard Ayre
BBC Controller of Editorial Policy
Mark Saunders
Press photographer
(specialising in the Royal Family)
Bidisha Mamata
Broadcaster, filmmaker and journalist
Robert Jobson
Royal Journalist

LENNON’S
LAST WEEKEND

DOCUMENTARY SPECIAL

In December 1980, John Lennon and Yoko Ono had
not spoken to the media for more than five years. With
a new album to promote Lennon was prepared to
speak in New York to Radio One D.J. Andy Peebles of
the BBC.
John surprised everyone by candidly discussing a variety
of subjects he’d never spoken of before including The
Beatles break-up, his relationship with Paul McCartney,
his battles with addiction, political issues in the US and
UK, his family and his homesickness for Liverpool. He
also talked about working with Phil Spector, Elton John,
Mick Jagger and David Bowie and how he produced
many of his solo albums, which included great songs such
as Imagine and Give Peace A Chance.
Lennon’s Last Weekend illuminates what was to be his
final interview with an abundance of archival footage,
photographs and conversations with people who knew
him.
Clearly invigorated and looking forward to making more
music, Lennon’s heartfelt honesty and forthright
revelations make this film all the more potent as he was
brutally shot and murdered 48 hours later.
John Lennon was just 40 years of age when he
died. December 2020 will be the 40th anniversary of his
death. He would have been 80 years of age.

Duration
1 x one hour
(1 x 65-minute version also available)

Country of Production
UK
Director
Brian Grant
Project Lotus,
Video Killed The Radio Star
Producer
Scott Millaney
Soul Boys Of The Western World,
Video Killed The Radio Star
A MGMM Studios production
Web-site access:
LENNON’S LAST WEEKEND

“Moving” - THE GUARDIAN
“A welcome reminder of the
iconoclast behind the icon”
THE TELEGRAPH

MIPCOM 2020 Top Pick - VARIETY

COUNTDOWN TO DISASTER

WHITE ISLAND
ERUPTION
As witnessed through the eyes of the people who
were there, many of whom are only now coming out
of hospital, and through the rescue workers who
risked their own lives, plus the scientists who have
been studying the volcano for years and know it
intimately, Countdown to Disaster tells of a natural
disaster no-one saw coming, yet was completely
avoidable.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY SPECIAL

Countdown to Disaster: White Island Eruption
examines the days, minutes, and seconds leading
up to the 2019 explosion that killed 21 people.

At 2:11pm on December 9, 2019, day trippers to a
Volcanic Isle in the middle of the Bay of Plenty learnt
the hard way that nature can be unpredictable and
dangerous.
The deadly White Island eruption killed 21 people and
left 26 more with life changing injuries - some victims
still in intensive care months after the tragedy.
Countdown to Disaster is the first full-length
documentary to recount the tragic volcanic eruption
and interrogate whether this disaster was avoidable.

Duration
1 x 48-minutes
Country of Production
Australia
Producer, Writer, Director
Simon Fleming
Rhys Darby in Japan
Executive Producers
David Alrich
The Night Caller
Brendan Dahill
The Night Caller
Richard Fletcher
Rhys Darby in Japan
An EQ Media Group and
Libertine Pictures production

Web-site access:
COUNTDOWN TO DISASTER:
WHITE ISLAND ERUPTION

On the charge sheet of human history, few things create
such an indelible stain as slavery. The idea that one
human is treated as the property of another is deeply at
odds with today’s world. Yet, until the lives of our greatgrandparents, slavery drove the wealth of countries that
today see themselves at the forefront of equality.

Duration
4 x one hour

Even today some of the richest people and wealthiest
corporations owe their fortune to slavery. For many, the
profound legacy of this history is deeply personal.

Directors
Marion Milne
The Prince Story: Icon, Genius…
Slave
Tim Conrad
Autopsy: The Last Hours Of

While the enslaved were rarely in a position to keep records
of their lives, developments in recent years have made it
possible to find out more about individual lives of the
enslaved. Collecting together artefacts, slave records,
testimonies and accounts, and the ledgers of departure and
arrival, a richer picture can be painted.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

1000 YEARS
A SLAVE

This series invites a number of famous individuals, including
actor David Harewood (Homeland), Rachel Johnson (sister
of the British Prime Minister), actor Ray Fearon (Fleabag),
actor Hugh Quarshie (Star Wars) and musical legend Karen
Gibson (wedding of HRH Prince Harry and Meghan Markle)
to explore their heritage. Other contributors include Sir
Lenny Henry, Sir Trevor McDonald, Noel Clarke and Ben
Bailey Smith.
With breath-taking locations, living communities, cuttingedge archaeology and lost connections linking people
today, they explore their own personal links to the story of
slavery, providing a model to the audience of how to explore
their own ancestry.

Country of Production
UK

Director of Photography
Andrew Muggleton
Martin Luther King by
Trevor McDonald
An Uplands TV production

1000 YEARS
A SLAVE
Web-site access:
1000 YEARS A SLAVE

CHUCK BERRY:
BROWN EYED
HANDSOME MAN

Documentary Feature

A historic record of the decades-long and continuing
impact of the father of rock ‘n’ roll, this documentary
special presents – for the first and possibly only time
ever - full performances from the legends of rock
music honouring the man they agree started it all.

Artists include The Beatles, The Rolling Stones,
Bruce Springsteen, Jimi Hendrix, Tom Petty,
Linda Ronstadt, Jeff Lynne and more, filmed at the
heights of their own careers, performing the work of
Chuck Berry. Berry himself is also featured in a
number of solos and duets.

Image for B2B purposes only – not cleared
Credit: Universal Music Archives

DOCUMENTARY SPECIAL

Chuck Berry: Brown Eyed Handsome Man is a
collection of performances by the greatest rock icons
in history performing favourite songs by their selfproclaimed hero Chuck Berry.

Duration
1 x 55-minutes
Country of Production
USA
Producers
Ron Weisner
Chuck Simon
Richard Foos
Narrated by
Danny Glover
A Ron Weisner Entertainment,
S Pictures and Liberation Hall
production

Web-site access:
CHUCK BERRY: BROWN EYED
HANDSOME MAN

“The tribute film is packed from
beginning to end with illuminating,
full-length performances from rare
and classic footage” - BILLBOARD

WHITNEY:
CAN I BE ME
From acclaimed directors Nick Broomfield and
Rudi Dolezal comes a film about one of the
greatest singers of all time.

Even though Whitney had made millions of dollars,
had more consecutive number ones than The Beatles,
and became recognised as having one of the greatest
voices of all time, she still wasn’t free to be herself
and died from a drug overdose. She was only 48
years old.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Whitney Houston was the epitome of a superstar, an
‘American Princess’, the most awarded female artist
ever.

Made with largely never-seen before footage and
exclusive recordings, Whitney: Can I Be Me tells
Whitney Houston’s incredible and poignant life story
with insights from those closest to her.

Duration
1 x 100-minutes
Country of Production
UK
Directors
Nick Broomfield
Kurt & Courtney
Rudi Dolezal
Freddie Mercury: The Untold Story
Producers
Nick Broomfield
Kurt & Courtney
Marc Hoeferlin
Tales of the Grim Sleeper
A Lafayette Film production
“Dazzling yet tender… reconciles
both her tragic spirit and her
astonishing talent"
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
“The greatest love letter” - EMPIRE

MY FATHER
AND ME

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Both a memoir and tribute, and in its intimate
story of one family takes an expansive,
philosophical look at the twentieth century itself.
For decades among the foremost names in
documentary making, Nick Broomfield has often
implicated himself in the filmmaking process with
honesty and candor. Yet never has he made a movie
more distinctly personal than this complex and
moving film about his relationship with his humanist
pacifist father, Maurice Broomfield.
In October 2020, the V&A Museum will celebrate the
work of Maurice Broomfield, a factory worker turned
photographer whose vivid, often lustrous images
depicted industrial post-WWII England. Maurice’s
photography inspired Nick’s own filmmaking career,
yet also notably outlined a marked difference in their
outlook, with Nick’s less romantic, more left-wing
political identity stemming from his Jewish mother.
My Father and Me is both memoir and tribute, and in
its intimate story of one family takes an expansive,
philosophical look at the twentieth century itself.

Duration
1 x 94-minutes
Country of Production
UK
Director
Nick Broomfield
Kurt & Courtney
Producers
Marc Hoeferlin
Tales of the Grim Sleeper
Shani Hinton
Marianne and Leonard: Words of Love
Kyle Gibbon
Marianne and Leonard: Words of Love
Lafayette Film
NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL
Official Selection
CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL
Official Selection
VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL
Official Selection

Web-site access:
MY FATHER AND ME

SUPERBUG

There’s no single ‘thing’ that we can say “if we fix this,
we’re good”. Instead, many interconnected things
shape the Superbug story. The film will take
audiences on a journey that connects the past, the
present and the future, dazzling with drama, pathos,
excitement, emotion and illumination.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Superbug tells the important story of how
humanity gained a wonder cure – antibiotics – the
guarantor of modern medicine, and now has
almost lost it. This cinematic hybrid documentary
and scripted film will unravel the story of how this
happened and what it means for the future
humankind.

Duration
1 x 100 - 120-minutes
Country of Production
UK
Director
Dan Reed
Leaving Neverland, Three Days Of
Terror: The Charlie Hebdo Attacks
An AMOS Pictures production

The scripted scenes will sit right alongside the
documentary material and will offer the opportunity
for Hollywood talent to be involved with the project
with all the publicity this will bring to the issue.
It is anticipated that Superbug will raise awareness
and inspire action for change that just might save
humanity.

Web-site access:
SUPERBUG

When allegations of abuse by Jackson surfaced in
1993, many found it hard to believe that he could be
guilty of such unspeakable acts. Leaving Neverland
explores the experiences of two young boys, James
Safechuck, at age ten, and Wade Robson, at age
seven, who were both befriended by Jackson.

Duration
2 x 120-minutes or 2 x 90-100minutes (92 and 95-minute parts)

Through gut-wrenching interviews with Safechuck and
Robson, now in their 30s, as well as their mothers, wives
and siblings, Emmy ® award-winning director Dan Reed
(The Paedophile Hunter) crafts a portrait of sustained
abuse, and explores the complicated feelings that led
both men to confront their experiences after both had a
young son of their own.

Director & Producer
Emmy® Award winner Dan Reed
The Paedophile Hunter

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

LEAVING
NEVERLAND

Leaving Neverland documents the value of breaking
silence, even when it implicates a powerful and revered
figure. The filmmakers were able to explore these
extraordinary allegations through their unparalleled
access to Wade, James and their families.

Country of Production
UK

An AMOS Pictures production
BAFTA TV AWARDS
Factual Series – Nominee
Directing: Factual – Nominee
Editing: Factual - Nominee
EMMY® AWARD
Outstanding Documentary or
Non-Fiction Special – Winner
SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL
World Premiere

“Michael Jackson cast a spell.
Leaving Neverland breaks it”
THE NEW YORK TIMES

THE TELEGRAPH

Web-site access:
LEAVING NEVERLAND

MEGLODEMOCRAT:

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

THE PUBLIC ART OF RAFAEL
LOZANO-HEMMER

An intimate look into artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer's
large-scale interactive creations.

Duration
1 x 94-minutes

Rafael Lozano-Hemmer is one of the most acclaimed
artists working today, but his pieces wouldn’t exist
without public participation.

Country of Production
Canada, Mexico

Meglodemocrat explores Rafael’s quest to stage a
democratic takeover of urban space. Shot over ten
years in 30 cities around the world, the film provides
intimate access to his large-scale interactive creations
in locations such as Trafalgar Square in London, the
Vancouver Olympics and New York’s Park Avenue
Tunnel, culminating in a piece that crosses the USMexico border.

Director, Producer, Writer, Editor
Benjamin Duffield
Life’s Essentials with Ruby Dee
A Fierce Bad Rabbit Pictures
production

In our increasingly isolated lives, Meglodemocrat
serves as an antidote to alienation: Rafael’s work is a
rallying point for a screened-in urban population,
longing to connect.
His art doesn’t discriminate, and all who participate
are given a voice. With that voice comes a sense of
hope.

“Lovely, poignant work.”
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Web-site access:
MEGLODEMOCRAT

“Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s artwork lets
you know you’re alive.”
WASHINGTON POST

RONNIE’S
The global musical legacy of Ronnie Scott and his
famous jazz club are celebrated in this feature
documentary from Oliver Murray (The Quiet One).

A revered tenor saxophonist in his own right, Ronnie Scott
founded the club in London’s Soho with fellow musician and
business partner Peter King. They were inspired by the
vibrant post-war jazz venues they discovered on New York’s
52nd Street. Since then, Ronnie Scott’s Club has played host
to the world’s greatest jazz legends, pioneering the transAtlantic music trade and promotion of black artists and
musicians. Artists included Miles Davis, Oscar
Peterson, Chet Baker, Ella Fitzgerald, Roland Kirk, Van
Morrison, Buddy Rich and Nina Simone. The venue has
also hosted superstars from other genres, including Jimi
Hendrix – his last performance before his death – Prince
and Lady Gaga.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Featuring evocative unseen archive, standout live
performances that make you feel as if you are in the front
row and interviews with music industry legends including
Quincy Jones and Sonny Rollins. The film not only shines a
light on the world-famous club’s 60-year history and the
uncompromising people who made it into an institution, but
on the inner darkness that Ronnie lived with throughout his
life, as he battled with mental illness, a battle he ultimately
lost.

Ronnie was beloved by many, from the great and famous, to
the many hard-up musicians he helped. Ronnie however
battled with depression and his untimely death from suicide
in 1996 left the jazz community bereft of a respected leader.
His legacy lives on in the venue which remains firmly on the
cutting edge of the jazz scene.

Duration
1 x 102-minutes
Country of Production
UK
Director
Oliver Murray
The Quiet One
Producer
Eric Woollard-White
For Love Of Money
Featuring performances by
Ronnie Scott
Dizzy Gillespie
Mary Lou Williams
Buddy Rich
Miles Davies

Jimi Hendrix
Ella Fitzgerald
Nina Simone
Van Morrison
Chet Baker and more

Featuring interviews with
Quincy Jones
Giles Peterson

Michael Parkinson
Sonny Rollins and more

A Goldfinch production
DOC NYC
US Premiere
Web-site access:
RONNIE’S

“Ronnie’s made me cheer, laugh
and weep. I am beyond speechless.
It’s beautifully, sensitively and
perfectly presented.” - STEPHEN FRY
“A subtle portrait of a complicated
man, Murray has made an
exemplary documentary worthy of
its subject.” - UNCUT

PEOPLE YOU
MAY KNOW

Kriel discovered a network of big corporates, right wing
hate groups and American churches, bent on a mission
of exploiting the Coronavirus pandemic, along with the
data of millions of Americans, to manipulate the 2020
Presidential election. It would lead him on a journey from
NYC to the Deep South, uncovering dark secrets at the
hearts of America’s most trusted churches.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

In the opening days of 2018, Alabama-native
journalist Charles Kriel walked into UK Parliament to
give evidence that Cambridge Analytica had
harvested data on millions of people across America
and Britain, using it to manipulate the election of
Donald Trump and the British referendum on leaving
the EU. The Committee appointed him Special
Advisor, beginning an 18-month investigation.

Charles’ fiancée Kat, the filmmaker, follows him from his
initial Parliamentary testimony, through his journey
across the American heartland to his Alabama family
home. With a new-born baby in tow, they cross America,
visiting churches, interviewing suspects, and pursuing a
story that will reshape electoral politics in America and
abroad.
People You May Know follows one man’s struggle to
balance the fight for social justice with caring for his new
family. Your data was only the beginning...

Duration
1 x 92-minutes
(1 x 59-minute version also available)
Country of Production
UK & Norway
Directors
Katharina Viken
Ari & Half The Kingdom,
Just A Number, Tide
Charles Kriel
Executive Producer
Jezz Vernon
A Metrotone Media production

Web-site access:
PEOPLE YOU MAY KNOW

GIRL TAKEN

(w/t)

For 17 years, the devastated couple searched for
their daughter, making appeals in the media, hiring
private detectives and following false leads. Then in
2015, their second daughter enrolled in a new high
school. Other pupils pointed out an older girl who
looked exactly like her. DNA samples confirmed that
the girl was Zephany, with a different name – and
miraculously, she had been living a few miles from
the Nurses.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

On the 28th of April 1997, Morne and Celeste
Nurse, an attractive young couple from Cape
Town, South Africa, had their first baby, a girl
they called Zephany. Three days later, Celeste,
woken by a hospital staff member, discovered, to
her horror, that Zephany was nowhere to be
found.

The seamstress whom Zephany knew as her loving,
hard-working mother was immediately arrested and
jailed, devastating her husband – who claims not to
have known that Zephany was not his biological
daughter – as well as Zephany herself. A sensational
and morally complex trial unfolded. In court, the
accused revealed a history of abandonment,
miscarriages and abuse, insisting the baby had been
brought to her in return for payment, and never
apologising.

Duration
Feature Length
Country of Production
South Africa & Ireland
Directors
Francois Verster
The Dream of Shahrazad
Simon Wood
Scenes from a Dry City
Producers
David Rane
School Life
Francois Verster
Whispering Truth to Power
Simon Wood
The Silent Form
A Soilsiú Films, Undercurrent
Film & Television and Saltpeter
Productions co-production

Web-site access:
GIRL TAKEN (w/t)

JIHAD JANE
In March 2010, two American women, including
one who named herself ‘Jihad Jane’, were
arrested in a number of high-profile arrests in
Waterford, Ireland, which were trumpeted by the
US attorney's office as 'the new face of terrorism’.

Jihad Jane is about the internet and the online world
and the damaged people who made plans to murder
a Swedish cartoonist but reality comes crashing in,
when they actually meet for the first time. The film
captures post 9-11 America and what emerges is a
touching and haunting portrait of not only a damaged
terror cell but the country and world that they
emerged from.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Facing huge jail sentences, the two women pleaded
guilty but now for the first time ever, with
unprecedented access, Jihad Jane tells the story of
the most absurd terror cell ever to come together.

Duration
1 x 94-minutes
Country of Production
Ireland
Writer & Director
Ciaran Cassidy
The Last Days Of Peter Bergmann
Producer
Morgan Bushe
The Belly Of The Whale
A Fastnet Films production
GALWAY FILM FLEADH
World Premiere
Web-site access:
JIHAD JANE

RTE

“Terrifying, dispiriting, and at
times, slyly satirical, this slickly
edited documentary lays bare a
world gone mad” - EMPIRE

WHAT WE LEFT BEHIND
LOOKING BACK AT STAR TREK:
DEEP SPACE NINE

Duration
1 x 116-minutes
Country of Production
USA

Often described as dark and edgy, Deep Space Nine
was maligned by many fans and critics at the time as
a show that did not fit into Gene Roddenberry's vision
of the future. But now, two decades after it left the
airwaves, Deep Space Nine is being re-discovered by
new, younger fans through streaming services, and
championed by those who stuck by it from the start.

Directors
Ira Steven Behr
Deep Space Nine showrunner
David Zappone
The Captains, For The Love Of
Spock

Through extensive interviews and behind-the-scenes
stories with the cast and crew, What We Left Behind,
helmed by directors Ira Steven Behr (original Deep
Space Nine showrunner) and David Zappone (The
Captains, For The Love Of Spock), delves into the
newfound resurgence of this often overlooked and
polarising sci-fi series, presents footage from the
show remastered for the first time ever in HD, and
reassembles the writing staff to break what would be
an imaginary future episode of Deep Space Nine.

Featuring
Michael Pillar (writer – Star Trek)
Cecily Adams (actress)
Majel Barrett (actress)
Jerry Bono (key costumer)
John Colicos (actress)
Gary Hutzel (VFX supervisor)
Barry Jenner (actor)
Joe Longo (property master)
Brock Peters (actor)

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY SPECIAL

What We Left Behind: Looking Back At Star Trek:
Deep Space Nine celebrates the 25th anniversary
of the self-proclaimed "black sheep" of the Star
Trek spin-off series.

455 Films in association with
Tuxedo Productions

Web-site access:
WHAT WE LEFT BEHIND

In a sleepy North Dakota town, where the crime
rate is so low people often don’t lock their front
doors, 20-year-old college student Andrew Sadek
mysteriously disappears in May 2014 and is found
dead almost two months later.

Duration
1 x 90-minutes
(2-part version also available)

What Andrew’s friends and family didn’t know was
that in the months before his death, he had been
coerced into becoming an informant for an
aggressive police task force that had been secretly
operating for years.

Director
Trevor Birney
Thatcher & The IRA: Dealing
With Terror

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

THE DAKOTA
ENTRAPMENT TAPES

As details of Andrew’s double life are revealed, the
cover of the shadowy program is blown, laying bare
the collusion and abuse of power of local law
enforcement at all levels.
Following the Sadek family’s fight for the truth about
how their son was killed, the film skilfully uncovers the
forces at play in his death and reveals why law
enforcement secretly waged a war on drugs, on a
college campus that didn’t have a drug problem.

Country of Production
UK

Producers
Trevor Birney
No Stone Unturned, The Go-Go’s
Mairéad Kelly
Executive Producers
Brendan Byrne
One Million American Dreams
Michael Fanning
Rocky Ros Muc
A Fine Point Films production
HOT DOCS
World Premiere
GALWAY FILM FLEADH
Official Selection
Web-site access:
THE DAKOTA ENTRAPMENT TAPES

“Engrossing… Birney’s dedication
to Sadek’s story shines
throughout the film” - EXCLAIM!
Currently ranked in the TOP 20 –
Hot Docs 2020 Audience Award
POV Magazine

BEHIND THE
BLOOD

Reporting murders is everyday business for TV
journalist Orlin Castro. He seems comfortable with the
nocturnal violence, but at the same time he dreams of
a different, quieter life. A hitman named Matathan
talks openly about his profession. He says he has had
enough and wants to start a new, pious existence. But
Pacheco, who knows him well, doubts his sincerity.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Priest and furniture maker Daniel Pacheco works
in one of the most dangerous cities in the world:
San Pedro Sula, Honduras. He tries to save lives,
but that’s no simple matter in a country with
staggeringly high murder rates. The killings are
countless, not just by the drug cartels, but also by
the police and the army. Pacheco lives in the
midst of it, risking his own life.

Following these three men, Dutch-American
filmmaker Loretta van der Horst, who was born in
Honduras, gets frighteningly close to the horrific
violence that no one seems able to end. If you don’t
value your own life, Pacheco explains, it’s easier to kill
others.

Duration
1 x 90-minutes
Country of Production
UK, Ireland & The Netherlands
Director
Loretta van der Horst
Emmy® award-nominated short
Sound of Vision
Producers
Trevor Birney
The Go-Go’s, Mercury 13, Elián
Brendan J. Byrne
Gaza, Maze
Wout Conijn
A Family Affair
A Fine Point Films and Conijn
Film production
IDFA 2019
World Premiere

Web-site access:
BEHIND THE BLOOD

THE SHERIFF

The Sheriff follows the election races in two counties
across two states, Maryland and North Carolina, as
candidates seek to become the top law enforcement
officer. Against the backdrop of the national midterm
elections, hyper-polarised politics are playing out at
the local level. Unsurprisingly, the Trump presidency
hovers in the background.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

The sheriff is an iconic figure in American culture.
All-powerful within their county, in many areas,
the sheriff is the highest law enforcement
authority around. But what many people don’t
know is that they are elected into office, running
under the banner of Democrat or Republican.

Just 18 days after his inauguration, the president
welcomed a delegation from the National Sheriffs’
Association to the White House. Since then, the
president – or ‘sheriff in chief’ – has kept up his
relationship with the sheriffs and some of them have
become vocal supporters of his immigration and
border policies.
All politics is personal and none more so than when it
comes to electing the sheriff. Big personalities, local
issues and the Trump agenda will all play out.
The race is on!

Duration
1 x 97-minutes
Country of Production
UK
Director
Grace Sweeney
Producer
Michael Fanning
Thatcher & the IRA: Dealing
with Terror
Executive Producer
Trevor Birney
The Go-Go’s, No Stone Unturned,
Mea Maxima Culpa: Silence in the
House of God
A Fine Point Films and Below The
Radar TV production

Web-site access:
THE SHERIFF

ONE MILLION
AMERICAN DREAMS
“If you can make it there, you’ll make it anywhere” is
the confident declaration in one of the world’s most
famous anthems, New York / New York. It’s the
ultimate measure of success in the world’s most
iconic city.

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

But behind the grandeur and magnificence of the Big
Apple are just as many stories of those who didn’t
make it, those who got caught between the cracks of
the American Dream. This film is about them.
Less than 16 miles from central Manhattan lies Hart
Island, a 101-acre cemetery that is the final resting
place of over one million New Yorkers. This is no
ordinary cemetery, however, but the last stop on the
often-tragic journey of the city’s unclaimed dead.

Duration
1 x 89-minutes
Country of Production
UK, Ireland
Director
Brendan J. Byrne
Bomb Squad: The Long Walk
Producer
Trevor Birney
The Dakota Entrapment Tapes
Narrator
Sam Rockwell
Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri
A Fine Point Films production

One Million American Dreams takes a look behind
the curtain of one of the world’s most iconic cities and
in doing so explores the underbelly of the American
dream.

GALWAY FILM FLEADH
Official Selection
CORK FILM FESTIVAL
Official Selection

“Sweeping… the film will surely
become a resource for the ages.”
THE IRISH TIMES

“Fascinating.”
THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Web-site access:
ONE MILLION AMERICAN DREAMS

ROLLING STONE
MAGAZINE:

STORIES FROM THE EDGE

Drawing on previously unheard recordings provided
by some of Rolling Stone’s greatest writers, as well as
original interviews, rare photos and footage, the
series is an inside look at how Rolling Stone helped
shape the zeitgeist and has endured for a halfcentury.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

Rolling Stone Magazine: Stories From the Edge
chronicles the last 50 years of American music,
politics and popular culture through the story of
the magazine that understood rock ‘n’ roll was
more than music - it was a cultural force that reshaped America.

Duration
6 x one hour and 2 x 120-minutes
Country of Production
USA
Directors
Alex Gibney
Going Clear: Scientology and the Prison of
Belief
Blair Foster
Sinatra: All or Nothing at All
Executive Producers
Alex Gibney
Blair Foster
Jann Wenner
James Cabourne
Manolo: The Boy Who Made Shoes For
Lizards
Narrator
Jeff Daniels
The Martian, The Newsroom
A Jigsaw Production; in production with
Nevision Limited in association with
Rolling Stone Productions

“Presents a finely constructed history of
Rolling Stone, doing an extraordinary job of
depicting the obstacles that the magazine
has faced while nonetheless celebrating its
immense cultural significance”
WASHINGTON SQUARE NEWS

Web-site access:
ROLLING STONE MAGAZINE:
STORIES FROM THE EDGE

MANOLO
THE BOY WHO MADE
SHOES FOR LIZARDS

Manolo: The Boy Who Made Shoes for Lizards gives
viewers an intimate look at the life and work of the
artistic genius and creator of these shoes – Manolo
Blahnik – the world’s most influential shoe designer. For
Manolo, everything starts and ends with the craft. He has
a deep passion for the purest form of traditional shoemaking and ensures that each of his designs are
handmade in the age-old process, using centuries old
tools. But Manolo’s life is a contradiction. Surrounded by
the glare of publicity
and fame, he prefers to avoid that attention, allowing him
to practice the precision craft of shoe-making behind
closed doors, away from the watchful eyes of his adoring
fans and the relentless fashion industry spies.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Manolo: The Boy Who Made Shoes for Lizards is a
behind-the-scenes look at one of the most revered
people in all of fashion, and a must-see for anyone
who’s ever looked longingly at a pair of his
extraordinary shoes. Featuring Manolo Blahnik, Anna
Wintour, Paloma Picasso, Rihanna, Naomi Campbell,
Iman, Rupert Everett and André Leon Talley.

From personal interviews with Manolo, his muses,
clients, and contemporaries – all those who helped put
him on the map – we’ll get to understand the man behind
the most beautiful shoes on earth.

Duration
1 x 89-minutes
Country of Production
UK
Director
Michael Roberts
(Style-Editor-at-Large: Vanity Fair.
Photographer / Illustrator: GQ,
Vanity Fair, Vogue)
Featuring
Manolo Blahnik
Anna Wintour
Paloma Picasso
Rihanna

Naomi Campbell
Iman
Rupert Everett
André Leon Talley

A Nevision production of a Heels
On Fire film
Web-site access:
MANOLO: THE BOY WHO MADE
SHOES FOR LIZARDS

“A treat to spend time in the
company of a true artist, never
before illuminated with such clarity”
LOS ANGELES TIMES

THE SPY WHO
FELL TO EARTH
The Spy Who Fell to Earth delves into the multifaceted life and death of the world’s greatest spy,
Ashraf ‘The Angel’ Marwan.

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Midday on 27th June 2007, just after his secret
identity was revealed to the world, the notorious
Egypt-born double-agent Marwan was found dead
after plummeting from his fifth-floor London flat – was
it suicide, or an assassination?
Filmed in multiple international locations and featuring
exclusive first-hand interviews and dramatic
reconstructions, this intriguing special takes us into
the complex web of events that culminated in The
Angel falling to his death.

Duration
1 x 100-minutes
Country of Production
UK
Directors
Thomas Meadmore
The Night Caller
Producer
Nick Taussig
Stardust
Paul Van Carter
McQueen
A Salon Pictures production

Web-site access:
THE SPY WHO FELL TO EARTH

MARGARET ATWOOD
A WORD AFTER A WORD
AFTER A WORD IS POWER

The film crew keeps pace with Atwood as she jets to
speaking engagements around the world, visits the
set of The Handmaid’s Tale and takes a family
holiday. The film explores Atwood’s early days in the
Canadian wilderness and as a shining star of the
CanLit scene.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Poet and novelist Margaret Atwood is a household
name. Yet few know the private Margaret Atwood.
Who is the woman and writer behind these
stories?

Atwood’s novels will be explored, including her latest,
The Testaments, the highly anticipated sequel to The
Handmaid’s Tale. Personal stories will be shared by
friends, family and by the author herself.

Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments was awarded the
2019 Booker Prize.

Featuring:
Margaret Atwood
Graeme Gibson
Ane Crabtree
Charles Pachter
Elisabeth Moss

Warren Littlefield
Bruce Miller
Volker Schlöndorff
Harold Atwood
Ruth Atwood

Duration
1 x 92-minutes
(1 x 78-minutes version also available)

Country of Production
Canada
Co-Directors & Producers
Nancy Lang
Where The Universe Sings
Peter Raymont
Genius Within: The Inner Life of
Glenn Gould
Executive Producers
Peter Pearson
Paperback Hero
Steve Ord
In The Making
A White Pine Pictures production
IDFA
World Premiere

Web-site access:
MARGARET ATWOOD: A WORD AFTER
A WORD AFTER A WORD IS POWER

“Insightful and poetic”
GLOBE AND MAIL

“A celebration of all things
Atwoodian” - NATIONAL POST

TOXIC BEAUTY

Hormonal disruption in baby boys, developmental
delays, ADHD, low sperm count in men – the
cosmetic industry isn’t pretty. Toxic Beauty is a
documentary feature that follows the class action
lawsuit against Johnson & Johnson and the plaintiffs;
women fighting for justice in a race against time.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

Each morning we spritz and slather ourselves in
over 100 different chemicals – yet the cosmetics
and personal care industry in North America is not
required to prove an ingredient is safe for human
health before it is on the shelves. So when we run
a bath, lather cream for a shave, carefully apply
our makeup or deodorise our underarms, we
could be exposing our bodies to myriad toxic
chemicals.

Duration
1 x 90-minutes
(1 x 78-minute and 1 x 52-minute
versions also available)
Country of Production
Canada
Director
Phyliss Ellis
About Her
Producers
Barri Cohen
Toxic Trespass
Stephen Paniccia
Once Were Brothers: Robbie
Robertson And The Band
A White Pine Pictures production
HOT DOCS
World Premiere
MEET THE PRESS FILM FESTIVAL
WITH AFI
US Premiere
CALGARY INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL
Best Documentary - WINNER

Web-site access:
TOXIC BEAUTY

“Thoughtful and thought provoking”
VOGUE

“Engrossing… will make you rifle
through your medicine cabinet”
NOW TORONTO

I AM YOUR
FATHER
David Prowse, the actor who played Darth Vader in
the first Star Wars trilogy never revealed his face
during the films. He could have done it in Return of
the Jedi, but something happened. Another actor
filmed that sequence and that marked David Prowse’s
life forever.

Documentary Feature

DOCUMENTARY SPECIAL

Darth Vader is considered the best villain in film
history. His figure, his breathing, his movements,
everything around the iconic character is
recognised worldwide. Everything except for one
thing; David Prowse, the man behind the mask.

Thirty years later, a young filmmaker discovers why
the producers made that decision and is determined
to pay David a well-deserved tribute.
Throughout I Am Your Father, the directors discover
some clues about the difficult relationship between
David Prowse and Lucasfilm. Apparently, the reason
of for their differences was an article published by a
British newspaper during the shooting of Return of
the Jedi. Was the article the only reason David
Prowse has been ostracised all these years?
It’s time to find out the truth, and can the filmmakers
convince the actor to play, one last time, the most
well-known villain of all time?

Duration
1 x 82-minutes
(1 x 55-minute version also
available)
Country of Production
Spain
Writers & Directors
Toni Bestard
Marcos Cabota
Executive Producers
Paula Serra
Miquel Verd
Marcos Cabota
Toni Bestard
A Nova Televisió, Singular
Audiovisual, Strange Friends and
IB3 Televisió production
SITGES FILM FESTIVAL
Official Selection

TRAILER
Web-site access:
I AM YOUR FATHER
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